Missionary Anthropology Test 3
Gospel/Culture, Biblical Approach, Evaluating Cultures, Incarnational Ministry, and Identification Checklist

Objective Questions Over

1. Indian Christian quote
2. Variety of Berries case study
3. Main objective of Gospel/Culture discussion.
4. Know references: Mt. 13:52; 1 Cor. 9:19-23; Gal. 1:6-9; 2 Tim 1:13; Ro. 6:17; Philip. 3:17; 1 Cor. 7:17; 1 Cor. 14:33-34 and principles associated with each.
5. Def. of Transcultural/Cultural, Exegesis, Hermeneutics, Homiletics, Contextualization.
6. Elements of a Hermeneutic motivated by grace.
7. How much emphasis is given to following pattern in the NT?
9. Restoration plea, slogan, doctrine, practice, non-sectarianism.
10. Matthew 23 and Jesus’ heart for scripture.
11. Zuck’s proposed solutions.
12. Options for God’s attitude toward culture: against, in, above, or best (above but through).
13. Smith and Woodroof articles, especially four points made in class.
14. Basic Units of social structure and anthropological terms
15. Kinds of marriage/family arrangements, lineage, residence, leadership
17. Ethnographic field work

Essay/Listing

1. Be ready to list, explain, and illustrate the steps of ethnographic field work.
2. Be ready to list and explain what we can learn about Jesus’ heart for God and for Scripture from Matthew 23.
3. There will be a case study in which you are presented one issue from the New Testament. You will need to be able articulate why you believe the command from the NT is either transcultural or cultural.